
Green Tea 

Processing Overview: 

- All tea comes from the same tea plant – Camellia Sinensis Plant 

- All tea starts off with the same plant as green tea. Only the methods of production or processing 

change the type of tea.  

o Ex. White tea sits out and on the drying mats a little longer than the green tea, allowing 

it oxidize just a little bit longer.  

- The Terminal Bud and tippy leaves are usually picked from the plant. 

o Leaf Quality:  

 Typical Bud + 2 leaf (usually Oolong)  

 In General: Bud -> Bud + 1 leaf -> Bud + 2 leaf -> Bud + 3 leaf -> Bud + 4 leaf  

 Everything 4 leaf and below are considered tertiary leaves  

(This is usually considered lower quality. Ironically a lot of tertiary leaves are 

used in puer, which can often fetch a very high price tag.) 

- “Tea is the most labor intensive Luxury Good”  

o Very inexpensive in labor + capital 

o Most people picking the tea work for very little on a plantation or for a farmer. The 

capital has either been the family for years or has been bought for cheap from poor 

farmers by bigger companies. 

o Who to trust? Seller, farmers, worker, middle men? 

There is a story, that a tea guy went to the farmer to research the tea there. They had a 

cup and the tea guy asked if this tea was picked on a rainy day. The farmer said no no 

we never would pick the tea on a rainy day. The tea guy then asked for a tour of the 

farm and went out with one of the workers. The man asked the same question to the 

workers. The works said of course we pick when its raining! (the demand is so high they 

need to pick as much as possible. It also is a greater loss the longer they wait. ) Who is 

telling the truth? 

o Trust yourself and listen to your body. Learn to taste and identify the differences 

between tea that was picked on dry days and wet days.  

When do they pick? - And the affects.  

- They can pick tea in all four seasons. Some teas are better picked in certain seasons.  

o Ex. Oriental beauty is best picked in the summer or in the fall.  

- A lot depends on the climate during that season and year. In 2014, Taiwan’s rainy season or 

lasted a little longer than usual so all oolong tea from this time was picked a little later. This 

produces a stronger tea. The leaves are bigger and full of strong flavors. Stems are bigger. This 

could easily cause a lower quality tea to be received as a higher quality tea. –> Stephane showed 

us this on the mountain with his “Dar Yu Ling” that was actually Lu Shan.  This also produces teas 

that were picked on rainy days. Watch Out.  

- Tea Picked early is usually less in the amount of flavors and low in sugar notes?  



- Tea picked in winter – 

- Tea Picked in Summer- Oriental beauty is best picked in the summer.  

- Tea picked in Fall –  

- Tea Picked in spring  

o  Usually the first picking for puer. Puer spring tea is usually picked, pressed and on the 

markets in the start of summer ~ Julyish.  Do not buy any puer before then, even on the 

markets in Yunnan.  

o Spring Oolong was picked and produced by early May 2014.  We tried a few different 

fresh Oolong in Taiwan with tea parker. We also experienced green oolongs in Bupei.  

Harvesting for Green Tea  

Can be picked 4 times, but usually three.  

- Late April, Early May 

- June  and July  

- Late July and August 

- Depending on the climate for that particular year there may be a fourth pick.  

Quality  

The good stuff is grown on plantation and handpicked, - No lol 

- Plantation tea is usually controlled with a ceiling (for easy picking) and this limits the tea and 

how it grows or matures. Furthermore it really takes a toll on the land that is being farmed. As 

demand and production continues to rise, how will it affect the land?  We have yet to see how 

plantation style farming will affect the tea in the future. (Does it drain the soil faster? Will the 

mountain be “used up” after 20 years?  

The really good stuff is picked from ancient or older trees that are allowed to grow naturally.  

- Some believe that a variety creates a more robust flavor – very good idea. I do like to make 

robust flavors out my puer tea not so much green tea.  

- The tea leaf is usually symmetrical  

o Sometimes they are broken 

- If Redding and Bug bites are found it is usually a good sign. BURNED leaves are not a good sign, 

but happens.  

o The bug bites come from the tea bug and is usually a sign of a non-polluted system, 

fertilizers etc. 

o   Bug bites are mainly found in oolong and puer tea.  

   

Oxidation and Shaqing/Chaching 

By type: Green (0-5) White(5-15) Oolong(20-90) Black(100) Puer (Post Fermentation) \ 



- Sheng puer can range in oxidation from 30 to 90  

o This is how we classify tea.  

- Green tea is normally oxidized closer to 0 but can vary from 0 – 5  

- Types: Rolled – Lower Quality   Strand (soften) – Higher Quality 

- A lot of our green tea is from Yunnan and can be rolled.  

o The teas from this area are definitely a lot stronger because of the relation to puer and 

the bigger trees.  

- Hangzhou has a museum that is dedicated to tea. We bought some 

green tea there and it was very good. Stranded green tea picked directly 

from the plantation. They were brewed with boiling water right in front 

our face.   

- After Sorting green tea goes through Heating, also known as ShaChing 

o “Killing of the Green” 

 Stops Oxidation, Preserves the characteristics  

 Sort of gets rid of the grassy smell 

 Also makes the leaves easier to roll 

- Heating Forms 

o 3 Forms,  Barrel – Wok Kettle – Wok Churning 

o Barrel – Usually on tea plantations -> Lower Quality ***Picture** 

o Wok Kettle – Middle Quality****Picture**** 

o Wok Churning – Occurs multiple times -> Best Quality. 

 Tea oil coats bottom of pan, wood fire underneath, sometimes charcoal.  

 Goes through 1-22 hand motions -  Only known and perfected by the masters 

o Steaming – Occurs mostly in Japan, Sometimes Korea 

 Easier to produce b/c it doesn’t burn  - Raises Water Content (downside) 

o Dipping In Boiling Water – Korea.  

 

Location – Where is the best Green Tea from  

- China, Japan, Korea 

o China:  

 Long Gu – Dragonwell/Tounge 

 - Only found in Eastern China????? 

 Cituan – Tang Dynasty 

 Central China- Rare 

 Costal – Very Famous – Zhejiang – Hangzhou(Capital) –Northern Fujian 

o Japan –Industrialized Tea 

 Nothing hand-picked –> Labor Cost too high  

 Instead they shaded plantations with growth ceilings  

 Steamed  

 Matcha 



 Machine crushed and grinded 

 Sencha 

 Can also be crushed or leaf 

o Typically smaller leaf 

  

o Korea 

 One main tea master we source from. The older brews took a trip there and 

made some of their own teas. “Maybe add Pictures”  

 Sejak 

 There is a whole ceremony dedicated to style of tea. With that said, most is Zen 

Buddhist Style tea.  

 Drying here usually leads to lower Quality. 

 *Whole master class on this topic.  

o Taiwan  

 Balled Green tea 

 Lei Cha 

Shaping  

A lot of the time shaping is done within a wok by hand, within a cloth by hand, or simply by hand.  

Types of shaping include: 

- Rolled 

o Produces different flavors, mainly because it extracts slower. 

o Often lower quality.  

o Catalog oil? 

o Shaped in Wok (Hand Motions) 

- Strand 

o Softened 

 Usually a higher quality.  

- Crushing 

o Machine  

o Usually into Match or teabags 

After the shaping process, the tea is usually left out to dry.  

Flavor Profiles of Green Tea 

Green tea generally gives a nutty smell + taste – High Quality Indication  

- Almonds is considered the ideal flavor for green by some…. 

- Western China produces a Stronger flavor 

- East China produces a lighter High Quality and a nutty flavor 



- As production area moves closer to the coastal line, the amount of fishy taste goes up.  

o Japan -> Fishy taste  

Green Tea Brewing 

Tea parker says to good quality green tea should be able to with stand 100.  

- People adjust temperature to produce a better end result and make the tea more appealing to 

the people drinking.  

o This basically covers up all the not so good qualities that may come out in not so good 

tea. 

o With that said, adjusting the temperature is all part of the skill of brewing.  

- Biggest difference is the temperature of the water used in first few brews  

- Very easy to over brew -> makes it one of the hardest teas to brew if not practiced.   

-  Watch the amount of leaves and adjust as necessary.  

- Tend to use lighter wares to help give off that lighter aroma that people tend to like.  

Grandpa style - Usually made in a mug or a gongdaobei, something very relaxed. Good quality green tea 

will stand up when up it is fully extracted.     

***Pouring the hot water in first then putting the leaves in****  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kff7OxaWhM  

 

 

Plantation VS Wild 

Hangzhou Longjing Green Tea PLANTATION, or at least most of it 

is. 

- We went to a museum in Hangzhou. As you see in the 

pictures below a lot of the tea trees are still babies and 

are leveled off for easy picking.   

- This does not mean the tea is poor quality. It is still good 

green tea. Probably the best I have tried within China. 

Ryan bought a few different grades here.  

- Overall uniform flavor 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kff7OxaWhM


Each one of these baskets represents a different 

grade. This is what they showed us right away 

when we visited. If you look in the corner of the 

table you see the grandpa style of brewing right 

there. It is the beginning of the brew so the 

leaves are still at the top. You can see how some 

of the leaves are standing up. I was waiting for 

the right moment to drink.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Wild Trees / Wild Arbors 

o Are wild. There are some protected wild trees.  

o Some are as old as 500- 800 years. The oldest is dated to about 2000 years of age. 

 guarded  

o Randomization of flavors 

Shaded vs Sun 

There are two types of growing.  

- Shade 

o Increases the quality of the leaves 

 The sun can burn the leaves  

o “Increases chlorophyll production in the plants by reducing natural photosynthesis in 

the leaves. “ 

 This enhances the quality and flavor.  

o Mountains and sun being on one side more at a particular time of day 

- Sun  

o The leaves have a higher risk of burning.  



o The sun exposure actually increase the catechins (EGCG) in the leaves producing green 

tea.  For more chemistry and knowledge on this subject I will have to catch up with my 

food science and chemistry friends.  

 

Green Tea from Yunnan  

- Yunnan mainly produces puer tea.  

o So a lot the green tea will have that puer taste.  

- A lot of our green tea is from Yunnan and can be rolled.  

o The teas from this area are definitely a lot stronger because of the relation to puer and 

the bigger trees.  

-  

 

Green Teas from Japan 

- Matcha 

- Sencha  

o Steamed 

o Fun Video lol - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D25I81Jv1Iw  

 

Storage and Shelf Life 

- Fresh + Sealed 

o 6 months tops 

- Fresh + Opened 

o 3 months tops  

- Store in clean area 

- Seal it 

- Stored in refrigerators  

o Some people in china were storing their green tea and some oolong in a fridge.  

o Aracha 

  

 

 

 

Sources: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D25I81Jv1Iw


http://www.groundgreentea.com/index.php/content/matcha-and-sencha 

http://bjorngrotting.photoshelter.com/image/I0000Dw1oBxHtXuU 

 

http://www.teagschwendner.com/US/en/Tea_Growing_Regions.TG  

 

Youtube Videos:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kff7OxaWhM 

Then This : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl_r3ZGxmfY  

Gaiwan Brew: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9HjlAsOPWY 

 

 

Fine Stream of water cooling it down? 

http://www.groundgreentea.com/index.php/content/matcha-and-sencha
http://bjorngrotting.photoshelter.com/image/I0000Dw1oBxHtXuU
http://www.teagschwendner.com/US/en/Tea_Growing_Regions.TG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kff7OxaWhM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl_r3ZGxmfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9HjlAsOPWY

